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Powerful Dating Technology and Expertise Dedicated to Converting Traffic and Increasing Revenue. Take advantage 
of our resources - our unmatched tech and development expertise combined with our vast marketing experience led to 

the creation of our powerful Dating Factory Software. With Janet Lopez, Mario Lopez, Carmen Palumbo, Jaime 
Zevallos. We provide you with fully editable templates to fit your needs. Every niche has different needs, and we 
have the tools to help you meet them. Our backend provides you with the means to fully modify both HTML and 

CSS for the front end and the backend of your online dating Dating Factory is a Swiss based white label dating 
provider offering a complete dating solution - from promoting other sites on the platform to creating a mainstream or 

niche dating site of your own and having other affiliates promote it for you. Dating Factory platform was created in 
2009 by former partners and affiliates of other white label. White Label Dating Platform. We give you the tools and 

tech to monetize your existing online community. Kick start your own Dating Network today See How We Do It. 
When logging into your Dating Factory account, your account manager s contact details are displayed on the left-hand 
side of the page. Our team is always ready to help you optimize your online dating operation by pointing out the best 

available tools for your needs and which strategies are working in the current market landscape. Customer Support The 
Dating Factory international dating platform supports 22 languages and has a massive global data base of users. Dating 

Factory operates worldwide and are Swiss based with offices in the UK, USA, Australia, Germany, Italy, France and 
Spain. 13.10.2011 0183 32 Dating Factory .datingfactory.com. So I inquired about this dating site software that I found 
out about back in September of 2011. I signed up amp then e-mailed them amp asked them if they could call me. In fact 

the subject line of my contact to them was Please Call Me , but in the end they didn t.
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